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Whats wrong with
current social networks?

Viewers 

• Your Data being collected and sold

• Annoying ads

• Favorite creators being banned

• Unsolicited content suggestions 

• Zero incentive to engage or increase view time

• Unable to contribute to the growth of the project

• Biased algorithmic manipulation



Whats wrong with
current social networks?

Creators

• Invasion of Freedom

• Monetization

• Centralization and ownership

Social networking giants are taking down your 

videos for no legitimate reason and trying to tell you 

what's true and what's not.

Who really owns the content if it can be taken away 

or the rules of the game can change at any time? 

To make a real living for new creators can take years

and is extremely daunting and in some cases impossible. 

Legacy streaming networks require 1,000 subscribers 

and 4,000 watch hours before you make your first penny.



• Efficiency: Too slow, too expensive, too complicated

• Cost: Extremely high NFT minting fees around $100 per mint

• Ownership: Smart Contract owns the NFT’s not the Wallets

Whats wrong with 
traditional Blockchains?

Slow
Transactions

CentralizedOwnershipHigh Gas
Fees



Kavarii is the first decentralized web3 video sharing platform that

uses NFT technology to mint, view and sell  your content.

Share freely without fear and earn crypto with your very first like.

I N T R O D U C I N G



By “Minting” each video into a 

Non-Fungible Token (NFT).

Leveraging IPFS, a network of over 

200,000 nodes.

Creators are supported through 

community likes, subs, and tips 

and the network is supported via 

minting fees. 

Share freely within the law 

without fear of censorship.

Earn tokens on your very first like.

How is Kavarii 
conquering these issues. 

Kavarii is a decentralized video sharing platform that utilizes NFT technology, giving content creators control and 

ownership of their content. Built completely on the blockchain with native payments which allow users to tip their 

favorite creators directly in the browser and require no trusted third party. Users will retain all of their personal data 

and be able to operate in a 100% ad-free environment.

True 
ownership

Freedom of
expression

Instant
Monetization

Decentralized,
distributed, 
secure 

ZERO Ads

Seamless streaming service using 

professional tools. Users can 

directly mint their recorded 

stream as an NFT.

Distributed
Livestreaming



The World's first, on-chain, free-speech
video streaming network.

What makes
Kavarii different?

How is all this 
possible you ask? 



Enter Elrond 
Unlike most layer one blockchains Elrond is a high-throughput and low latency protocol that we believe harnesses the 

necessary power for Kavarii to reach critical mass. The biggest breakthrough that lead to the birth of Kavarii was its 

extremely low NFT minting fees. It only costs .05 EGLD ($3.00 07/22) to upload any video of any size onto the Elrond 

network as an NFT. We pass this fee directly to the creator, not sucking up all the profits from our community. This is 

what makes the platform possible. No more $50-$1000 dollar fees like some of the other competing chains. 

< $1 to register an NFT brand -> no Eth equivalent

< $1 to create an NFT -> $50 - $600 on Eth

< $1 to transfer an NFT -> upwards of $100 on Eth
Fast 

Transactions

DecentralizedScalability

Low Gas
Fees



What Makes
Kavarii Special

Once a video is reported our whitelisted agents (Token 

Holders) can vote whether or not the video should remain 

on the site or be removed from the UI.

Content Moderation DAO

There is zero human censoring or suppression. Kavarii is 

equipped with algorithm oversight that will maintain integrity 

of the content. It’s impossible for any one human to take a 

video down. Once it's minted it's on the blockchain forever. 

Algorithmic Oversight

NFTs and smart contracts to store all data. There is no 

server side data storage and no database storage for 

user content. 

Built on Smart Contracts

Video detection software that analyzes and detects 

objects in videos to prevent any illegal

content from being uploaded.

Video AI Detection

ABS is an advanced technology for video streaming, it 

detects the users CPU and bandwidth to adapt the 

video playback and adjust to the users specifications 

to maximize quality output.

Adaptive Bitrate Streaming

The KVRI token will power the Kavarii ecosystem and fuel 

creators' creativity and userbase engagement. Redeem-

able rewards, custom tipping, and governance capabilities 

are all possible with the KVRI token. KVRI token holders will 

have the ability to vote on all future project proposals with 

an equal voice.

KVRI token

IPFS is an interplanetary file system. It's a network of 

nodes that stores the data so it doesn't have any 

single point of failure or centralized authority similar 

to a Blockchain.

No file size limits

There will be a user reward pool where all tokens from 

reports and dislikes will flow back to the user base. 

Also, users of the platform will be rewarded for their 

levels of engagement with other creators.

User incentives



To create a place where video content creators can share their thoughts freely and 

openly without fear of being silenced. Where creators can be rewarded fairly for their 

contributions and have full ownership and control over their creations in perpetuity. 

Where users are celebrated for their engagement and activity. 

We want to create a video streaming platform for the people. And not just one cohort, 

demographic, or community but for everyone. You don't have to be a professional 

content creator or know anything about crypto or blockchain. Anyone can come and 

enjoy unbiased, unfiltered, and unsponsored videos.

Mission

Vision

Freedom • Equality • Ownership
Liberty • Democracy • Diversity

Values



Why become a content 
creator on Kavarii?  

You own your content, 
not big tech

Share freely without 
fear of censorship

Connect directly with
your audience

Earn with your very
first like.

Never worry about the
security of your data

Earn without intrusive 
advertising



• Download the Maiar mobile app and create a wallet. 

• Go to Kavarii.com create an account 

• Start posting

How it works

Take to twitter, tag us @KavariiOfficiall,  and use hashtag #trueweb3video



kavariians
Owning our native NFT gives 
you a golden ticket to the 
Kavarii platform

WWW.KAVARII.IO/KAVARIIANS
L E A R N  M O R E  A T

• Lifetime video minting without any fees

• Access to Kavarii Beta version

• Reward booster on every like & subscribe

  during Beta testing

• Ability to stake the NFT and earn $KVRI



Kavarii is a borderless global
network distributed worldwide. 

• 4.62 Billion Social media users 

• Two-thirds of American adults get their news from social media.

Market Opportunity

Social Media

• 81 of top 100 companies use blockchain technology 

• 60% of Video Game Developers Are Already Using Blockchain
Blockchain

• 80% of all internet bandwidth is consumed by video streaming. 

• Video is the number 1 source of information for 66% of people.
Video

• 10% of the global population owns cryptocurrency.

• 16% of Americans have invested in cryptocurrency.
Crypto



Competitive Analysis
Zero Third Party Ads

Third Party Ads

Centralized Servers Distributed Peer-to-Peer



The Team

10+ Community Managers & 
Freelance creatives.



Join the movement with 
Kavarii, True web3 streaming. 

None of this is financial advice, and we 

recommend everyone do their own research. 

This is not an endorsement by Kavarii as to 

the intrinsic value of a digital asset (KVRI). All 

the information above is just for information 

purposes only for Kavarii Community.



Thank you, we will see
you on the blockchain!

@kavariiofficial t.me/KavariiOfficial


